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Indian Dhol  
First Access Programme 

Facilitator Lesson Plans 1-4 
Facilitator Lessons 1-4 Learning Outcomes: 
• learn Indian dhol patterns 
• learn several patterns to play a poly-rhythmic piece 
• develop advanced copyback techniques 
• develop an ability to work in an ensemble. 

Facilitator Lessons 1-4 Key Words: 
           
India, Punjabi folk music, Chaal, Bollywood film music and Western pop fusion = Bhangra, Dhol, 
thili (treble stick), dagga (bass stick). 

Preparation: 
• Read the book and watch the DVD that is in the Facilitator dhol case to ensure 

technique and pronunciation are correct.  
• Facilitator must use earplugs 
• Create a semicircle of: 10 dhol on chairs, 4 floor tom, 6 snare, 10 dhol on chairs. 
• Facilitator wears lead drum on a strap - have a chair ready for if you get tired. 

Facilitator Lesson 1 

Warm Up: 10 min 
• Copyback body percussion: use the sounds of clapping, stamps and thigh hits. Aim 

for accurate 4 beat copy backs 
• Health & Safety chat (be careful of the large drums balanced on the chair) & Lesson 

Rules (sticks on the drum/floor for quiet times etc) 

Main Activity: 30 min 

The goal this week is to play the ‘Chaal’ pattern with one stick - either playing the thili 
or dagga part. Note - this rhythm is swung! 
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1. Have one group of 10 dhols plus the 4 snare play the thili part and the other 10 
plus the 6 floor toms play the dagga. (only hand out one stick each; if you are playing 
thili with RH be sure to have the dhols to your right also playing thili).  

Aim for a good solid rhythm from the group. 
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2. Encourage the pupils to share their experiences and tips with the group before 
having the groups swap. (this is a 14/16 swap so you’ll need to sort out the 2 who 
having swapped with a little swap later in the session). 

3. Teach the Thili part of the break to all players. 
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Have the two groups play a 4 bar cycle of 3 bars Chaal with both groups followed by 1 
bar of break with thili only. 

If time - swap to original positions to allow the original thili players to try the break. 
  
Summary: 

1 Term Weekly Programme: 
• Test Key Words 
• Ask if pupils have any questions. 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Facilitator Lesson 2 

Warm Up: 10 min 
• Musicianship Skill: 4 beat copy back. Hand out 1 stick each as last week; facilitator 

plays copybook rhythms on their drum - they may play with either stick and 
students should only copy the rhythm if played on their stick. 

  

Main Activity: 30 min 

Students still just using one stick this week. 
1. Revise the Chaal pattern remembering to add the thili break every 4 bars 

2. Add the dagga break so that both dhols are playing during the break: 
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3. Teach the Bhangra groove. Note: it’s basically the Chaal groove played double time. 
It is therefore also sometimes known as the ‘Double Rhythm’.  
Dhol players use the following mnemonics  - this is a good time to introduce them. 
Ge = open bass note, Na = open treble note, Dha = treble and bass together.  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4. Swap instruments as before. 

If time - Cycle the piece with the following structure:  
Break, Chaal groove for 3 bars, Break, Bhangra groove for 3 bars etc.  

Summary: 

1 Term Weekly Programme: 
• Test Key Words 
• Ask if pupils have any questions 
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Facilitator Lesson 3 

Warm Up: 10 min 
• Musicianship Skill: 8-beat Copyback. This week hand out dagga sticks to all dhol 

players. Facilitator players the Chaal thili pattern with an 8 beat copybook 
pattern on the dagga - as the students copy back the pattern the Facilitator 
continues to play the thili pattern. 

Main Activity: 30 min 
1. Recap all rhythms learnt so far. 
2. This week’s challenge is to begin to play the dhol with both sticks simultaneously - 

Play the Chaal pattern slowly as body percussion before attempting it on the dhols. 
Floor tom and snare players continue to work with a single stick to hold the rhythm 
in place as the dhol players try the patten - initially don’t play the Break or the 
Bhangra Pattern.  

3. Swap several times to allow players to practice the 2 handed Chaal or relax by 
playing the floor toms and snares. 

4. Teach the co-ordination for the Bhangra patten as body percussion and set it as 
homework. 

If time - Play the full cycle (Break, Chaal groove for 3 bars, Break, Bhangra groove for 
3 bars etc) allowing students to choose if they play with 1 or 2 hands during each 
section. 

Summary: 

1 Term Weekly Programme: 
• Test Key Words 
• Ask if pupils have any questions 
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Facilitator Lesson 4 

Warm Up: 10min 
• Musicianship Skill 4 beat Improvisation - Give each pupil 2 sticks. Dhol players play 

as normal, drum players play rim as thili and skin as dagga. Everyone plays 
the Chall thili pattern and the facilitator plays SIMPLE dagga copybacks. be 
prepared to allow a bar or two of thili pattern between each copybook to allow 
the students to relax. 

Main Activity: 30min 

The goal today is to master the whole piece with dhol played with both hands. Be 
prepared to spend some time on each section especially the Bhangra - this may need 
to be simplified with the floor toms playing the ‘ge-ge’ and the dhol simply playing the 
pulse on the Dagga. 
Swap twice so that everyone plays a drum and a dhol. 

If time - there are 2 handed snare parts for both sections; you may wish to introduce 
one or both. 
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Summary: 

1 Term Weekly Programme: 
• Test Key Words 
• Ask if pupils have any questions 


